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Already four months that the website already documentary TV.XooFoo exists and 400 online
video tutorials to easily learn the XOOPS and web development.
To mark this anniversary, we now have the site available in 20 languages: Arabic - Deutsch -
Français - Español - French - Greek - Hebrew - Hindi - Croatian - Italian - Japanese - Korean-
Norwegian - Polish - Portuguese - Russian - Thai - Vietnamese - Chinese Simplified - Chinese
Traditional. The Multilanguage has been achieved through the Google Translate API and
jQuery.
A search module was also implemented to facilitate this through the Google engine. Other new
features will also be in the coming months ...

If you post videos, thank you communicate through the contact form so that we can add them in
the database for the happiness of our large and active community.

http://tv.xoofoo.org
http://tv.xoofoo.org/modules/gsearch/
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